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The appropriate sale of our products is something that Americo takes seriously. We have 
adopted nationwide suitability requirements, which are in line with the NAIC Model Regulation 
on Suitability in Annuity Transactions. As a producer, it is your responsibility to carefully 
consider the suitability of each sale you make.

Producer’s Guide for Annuity Suitability

What is Suitability?
The appropriate sale of our products is something that Americo takes seriously. As an agent, it 
is your responsibility to carefully consider the suitability of each sale you make. Most states have 
enacted legislation which requires the company and the agent to have “reasonable grounds for 
believing the recommendation is suitable for the consumer…”

Suitability refers to the determination of whether the annuity sale is reasonable considering the 
applicant’s needs, objectives, and current financial status. In making the suitability assessment, you 
must consider your client’s risk tolerance, current income, access to cash, age of the owner, and the 
customer’s retirement needs and objectives. Money used for an annuity should be from funds that 
can be allowed to grow and not from funds needed to meet current financial obligations.

Your Responsibilities as an Agent

î Make sure you comply with all applicable suitability and replacement laws and regulations.

î Know and apply the definition of replacement.

î Thoroughly evaluate and discuss the circumstances of the replacement with the client to 
help them make a decision that is in line with their financial needs and objectives.

î Provide the client with relevant and appropriate information so that he or she can make an  
 informed decision.

î Be certain to disclose if a replacement is involved, and disclose appropriately on the 
application, suitability form, or on any other required form. 

î Ensure the required replacement notice is given to the client and signed and dated by the 
client on the same date as the application for coverage. 

î Document your conversations with the client and make notes about why you 
recommended the product. It is important to keep this documentation in each client’s file 
in case there are ever future questions. At a minimum, these records should be maintained 
for five years. We strongly recommend that you retain all suitability information in a 
client file for as long as the contract remains in force.

Failure to send in the appropriate forms and/or to comply with the replacement requirements can 
lead to a delay in policy issue. 

Agents who engage in excessive or inappropriate replacement activity, or fail to disclose relevant 
replacement activity, will be subject to company sanctions, up to and including, termination of 
their appointment and Agent Agreement with Americo. In addition, agents may be subject to 
penalties imposed by the state where the application was taken. These penalties include substantial 
fines and/or suspension or revocation of their license to sell insurance.



Suitability Review

It is very important that you carefully consider the suitability of your recommendation. Before 
recommending a product to a consumer, gather information and carefully consider and discuss the 
client’s needs. You should not have a “cookie cutter” approach to recommending products. A decision 
to recommend a fixed annuity to your client should be based on a careful review of the information 
gathered during the sale. It is also important that your client understands the product and all of the 
features before making the purchase. 

Although there are no “right” or “wrong” questions to ask each customer, below is a list of sample 
questions you may find helpful when doing a suitability analysis:

î What is the client’s main financial objective?

î How will the purchase of this annuity help achieve the objective?

î Will the consumer have adequate liquid assets/income for current and future needs?

î Does the consumer understand how the annuity works and the associated surrender period/
charges?

î If the client was a close friend or family member, would you make the same 
recommendation?

î If replacement is involved, is it beneficial to the client to replace the current policy? Consider 
surrender charge periods, rates, riders, benefits, etc. 

We require the use of the Financial Suitability Form for all annuity sales. Please keep in mind, 
simply completing the suitability form does not alleviate your responsibility in making a suitable 
recommendation. It is your responsibility to be familiar with the customer’s needs and make 
recommendations that are appropriate for individual customers.

Americo will not accept partially completed suitability forms. Each form must be fully completed 
before the Company will review for suitability. If a consumer refuses to provide information, we will 
not issue the annuity. “Opt-outs” are not allowed. If you as an agent do not recommend the client 
purchase this annuity, the application and suitability form will not be accepted by Americo.

Internal Suitability Review Guidelines

Our internal suitability review guidelines comply with the Suitability in Annuity Transactions Model 
Regulation. A variety of factors will be reviewed, including liquid assets, sources of funds, age, and 
monthly disposable income.

We will automatically decline cases that include the following:

  î  Client resides in a nursing home

  î  Client is left with little to no liquid assets for emergencies

  î  Source of funding is a reverse mortgage or home equity loan

  î  Close to 100% of client’s net worth is annuities

  î  Undisclosed replacements

In the case of Americo products which allow for additional premiums, 
if new premium is received more than 90 days after an annuity is issued, 
or the source of additional funds involves a replacement (regardless of 
time frame), we will require a new suitability form to be completed and 
a new suitability review will be conducted within the first policy year.
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Replacements and Suitability

What are Replacements?

The definition of ‘replacement’ according to the NAIC Life Insurance and Annuities Replacement 
Model Regulation is:

A transaction in which a new policy or contract is to be purchased, and it is known or should be 
known to the proposing producer, or to the proposing insurer if there is no producer, that by 
reason of the transaction, an existing policy or contract has been or is to be:

1. Lapsed, forfeited, surrendered or partially surrendered, assigned to the replacing insurer or 
otherwise terminated;

2. Converted to reduce paid-up insurance, continued as extended term insurance, or 
otherwise reduced in value by the use of nonforfeiture benefits or other policy values;

3. Amended so as to the effect either a reduction in benefits or in the term for which coverage 
would otherwise remain in force or for which benefits would be paid; 

4. Reissued with any reduction in cash value; or

5. Used in a financed purchase.

Replacements include “financed purchases,” which according to the NAIC Model Regulation, 
means the purchase of a new policy involving the actual or intended use of monies obtained by the 
withdrawal or surrender of, or by borrowing from values of, an existing policy to pay all or part of 
any premium due on the new policy. 

Americo considers it to be a “financed purchase” if any of the above transactions are processed on 
an existing life insurance or annuity contract, either four months before or 13 months after the issue 
date of the new policy. 

Replacement Requirement Guidelines

Each replacement case will be reviewed individually; however, you should consider these 
guidelines:

  î  A “like-to-like” replacement (fixed annuity to fixed annuity) requires a close review by 
our suitability team. We will consider surrender charge periods and charges, product 
enhancements, and rate comparisons, among other factors in looking for an apparent 
benefit for your client.

  î  We will not accept undisclosed replacements and, when identified, the application will be 
rejected.

It is very important that you carefully consider the suitability 
of any replacement and ensure your client understands 
the advantages, disadvantages, and potential impact, of a 
replacement. Factors to consider include guaranteed interest 
rates, loss of existing benefits, potential surrender charges on the 
existing annuity contract or life insurance policy and the new 
surrender charge period of the replacement.

Before you recommend a replacement to your client, you must 
be sure the replacement provides an economic benefit to your 
client. Below are some things to consider before recommending a 
replacement sale: 

  î How do the benefits of the existing product compare with  
those of the Americo annuity you are recommending,       
including rates, surrender charges, riders, etc.?3p.
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  î  Will the new annuity better fit your client’s needs and financial objectives?

  î  Will your client lose any existing benefits?

  î  Has your client had other annuity replacements within the past three years?

Completing the Financial Suitability Form

General Requirements

The Financial Suitability Form (AAA8378) should be used for all annuity sales, except Florida. 
In Florida, please use form DFS-H1-1980 for all annuity sales. The suitability form should be 
completed and signed by the applicant during the sale. When completing the form, please keep the 
following in mind: 

  î  Complete and accurate information must be provided. If subsequent changes are made 
to the Financial Suitability Form, documentation of these changes may be required. 
This may include providing copies of bank records, annual statements, or other financial 
documentation.

  î  If you are replacing an annuity, please carefully verify the surrender charges that will be 
assessed.

  î  A detailed summary should be provided by the producer in the Acknowledgment section.

  î  Provide as much detail as possible regarding your suitability review of the sale. If the 
annuity is a replacement, it is important that you include the factors that you believe make 
it a suitable replacement. Some questions to consider and address include: Why does the 
new annuity deliver a substantial value to the client? How does it provide a benefit not 
available with their current product?

  î  Regardless if a trust is involved, if the owner/annuitant are different, provide a suitability 
form for the person funding the annuity.

Replacement Section

  î  Provide as much detail as possible regarding the replaced product. This will decrease the 
likelihood we will need to contact you or your client for additional information.

  î  Give a detailed producer statement regarding the suitability of the replacement. Give 
specific reasons as to why you are recommending the replacement. Attach an additional 
page if necessary.  

A New Business representative may contact you or the client to obtain additional 
information if they have questions as a result of their review of the annuity application and 
suitability form.

Department of Labor Fiduciary Rule

The DOL Fiduciary Rule that went into effect on June 9, 2017. Agents are considered a fiduciary 
when selling the Company’s fixed or fixed index annuity to a consumer using ERISA retirement 
plan or IRA funds. Agents must comply with Prohibited Transaction Exemption 84-24 (PTE 84-24).

Agents utilizing PTE 84-24 must comply with the PTE 84-24 disclosure requirements. A sample 
disclosure document is available on our website. You may use this form or create your own. This 
disclosure should not be submitted to us but should be retained for your files. 

For all new sales, a signed Producer Attestation disclosure will be required for PTE 84-24 sales for 
Americo annuity business. This form is included in application packets. 



As a reminder, if you are selling qualified annuities, you are required by the DOL to get training 
and be knowledgeable about the Rule. 

For the most current information about the Rule, please visit www.dol.gov or consult a legal/
compliance professional.

Suitability Calls

Americo conducts suitability calls with all applicants ages 80+, and a random selection of 
clients ages 65+, before the issuance of an annuity. It is important that you provide a current 
phone number for your client and let them know that Americo will be contacting them to ask 
a few questions about the annuity purchase. If your client is available during a certain time, 
please make note of this on the application. The phone call will be completed by an Americo 
associate. It is a short phone interview and reviews the client’s understanding of certain features 
of the annuity. 

Instructions for Trusts as Owners

If a trust is listed as an owner of a proposed annuity, Americo has specific requirements as to 
what information should be collected on the Suitability Form (AAA8378). 

  î  The Grantor/Settlor and Trustee are the same: The grantor/settlor of the trust must 
complete the Suitability Form with his/her own personal information.  If there are 
multiple non-spousal grantors/settlors, a separate Suitability Form must be completed 
for each individual. 

  î  The Grantor/Settlor and Trustee are different: The grantor/settlor of the trust must 
complete a Suitability form with his/her own personal information. Additionally, 
the trustee must complete the Suitability Form with the trust’s information (annuity 
objectives, financial status, etc.) including the following modifications:

 •  For name of owner, enter the name of the trust.

 •  For “age,” enter “N/A”

 •  For “owner’s signature,” the trustee must sign as trustee (John Doe, TTEE)

 

George, age 68
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George is interested in purchasing a Future Provider product.

î  He would like to replace a fixed annuity he currently holds.  
    The annuity was issued 4 years ago, written by the same  
    producer, and surrender charges are 6%. The current  
    accumulation value is $50,000.  

î  Their household income is $6,000 monthly and monthly  
    living expenses are $3,000. 

î  The current annuity has a guaranteed declared interest rate  
    of 3.5%, which it is also paying currently. He has chosen the  
    “EZ Option” in the Future Provider annuity, which is  
    currently paying an interest rate of 3%. 

î  He has a net worth of $500,000 and liquid assets of $90,000. 

î  He already has $100,000 in annuities. 

Given the factors presented above, this case would most 
likely be declined. The replacement review indicated that 
the surrender charges were not acceptable. Additionally, 
there does not appear to be an economic benefit for this 
replacement.  

Linda, age 64

Linda is interested in purchasing an Ultimate One Index 7 
product.

î  She intends to use $10,000 from her savings account to fund  
    the annuity. 

î  Her income is $3,500 monthly and expenses are $2,500  
    monthly.  

î  After this purchase, she would be left with $5,000 in liquid  
    assets in her checking/savings accounts. 

î  Her net worth is $40,000, and she has $25,000 already in  
    existing annuities. 

Given the factors presented above, this case would most 
likely be declined. After careful review and consideration, it 
was determined that Linda’s liquid assets were not sufficient. 
Additionally, the percentage of her net worth in annuities 
after this new purchase would be too substantial. 

All examples are hypothetical and intended for illustration purposes only. 
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Although each situation is unique, below are several examples of annuity sales 
and the expected outcome of the review process based on the facts provided: 

Suitability Case Studies

John, age 75

John is interested in purchasing a Future Provider Bonus 
product. 

î  He would like to replace a fixed annuity he currently holds.  
    The annuity was issued 8 years ago and has 2 years of  
    surrender charges remaining. The current accumulation  
    value is $75,000 and the surrender charges are 4% of the  
    value, or $3,000.  

î  He has $100,000 in liquid assets, all of this in checking/ 
    savings. 

î  His current annuity is paying a current fixed interest rate of  
    2%. For Future Provider Bonus, he has chosen the Point- 
    to-Point w/Cap option, which is currently 4%.

î  His current monthly income is from guaranteed sources  
    (pension, Social Security) and is $4,000. His monthly living  
    expenses are $3,000. 

î  His net worth is approximately $600,000 and he has no  
    debt. 

î  His objective in this annuity purchase is to leave the  
    annuity to his heirs, he does not plan on using for any other  
    purchase.

Given the factors presented above, this case would most likely 
be approved. John has sufficient liquid assets, net worth, and 
there appears to be a substantial economic benefit for the 
replacement transaction.  

Mary and Joe, age 55 and 56

Mary and Joe are interested in purchasing an Ultimate One 
Index 9 Bonus product. 

î  They intend to use $50,000 from a CD at the bank to fund  
    the annuity. 

î  Their household income is $6,000 monthly and monthly  
    living expenses are $3,000. 

î  They currently have $30,000 in liquid assets (including  
    checking, savings, and penalty-free withdrawal amounts  
    from Mary’s annuity).

î  They have $10,000 in debt (not including their primary  
    residence) and have a net worth of approximately $200,000.

Given the factors presented above, this case would most likely 
be approved. After a thorough review, it was determined that 
they had sufficient liquid assets and net worth and  
that this was an acceptable transaction. 
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Because it is important for us to understand your recommendation and how it fits the client’s needs 
and situation, it is important that you carefully and thoroughly complete the Financial Suitability Form 
(AAA8378). Florida residents, please complete form DFS-H1-1980. If responses are missing or 
conflicting, it is likely we will need to request additional information. 

Tips for Completing the Financial Suitability Form


 
















  



 

   


 
     
     
    
 
       
    
     
       
    

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

 




If the owner is a trust, please 
see our guidelines on Page 
5 for how to complete the 
suitability form. 

Liquid assets are those that 
are not subject to penalty 
or surrender charges, or 
can easily be converted 
into cash. You can include 
penalty-free withdrawals 
from annuities.

Since annuities are long-term 
contracts, it is important 
to include all assets in 
this section so we can 
understand the applicant’s 
ability to meet living 
expenses and emergencies.

Monthly gross income and 
monthly living expenses 
should be total household 
income and expenses.
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If “no” to question 17 
or “yes” to question 18, 
please provide a detailed 
explanation.

If your client is living 
in a nursing home, the 
application will be declined. 
A nursing home is a licensed 
facility which provides skilled 
nursing home care under 
the supervision of a licensed 
physician and provides 
continuous nursing services 
24-hours a day.

A replacement occurs when, 
in order to purchase a new 
annuity contract:
• An applicant surrenders, 

or terminates an existing 
contract

• An applicant transfers 
the proceeds of an 
existing contract 
(including free 
withdrawals to the 
insurer issuing the new 
contract. 

Americo considers it to be 
a ‘financed purchase’ if any 
of the above transactions 
are processed on an existing 
life insurance or annuity 
contract, either four months 
before or 13 months after 
the issue date of the new 
policy.

If replacing: please have the 
client explain how this new 
annuity better meets their 
needs. 
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If replacing: carefully and 
thoroughly complete the 
entire annuity comparison 
section. 

We must be able to 
determine that the client 
will receive a substantial 
economic net benefit after 
this replacement.
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It is required that you 
complete the Agent 
Acknowledgment Section. 
If it is not completed, the 
form will be returned for 
completion. 

Please provide a detailed 
summary of your 
recommendation and 
include any information you 
feel would be helpful in our 
review process. 

You may attach an 
additional page if more 
space is needed. 



Americo Financial Life and 
Annuity Insurance Company
300 W. 11th Street
Kansas City, MO  64105

About Americo
For over 100 years, Americo Life, Inc.’s family of insurance companies have been 
committed to providing the life insurance and annuity products you need to protect your 
mortgage, family, and future.1 We listen to what you want from an insurance policy or 
annuity and do our best to provide a proper solution for your individual situation.

Innovative thinking and sound investment decisions have helped us build a strong 
financial foundation for our business. Today, Americo Financial Life and Annuity 
Insurance Company is the lead company in one of the largest independent, privately held 
insurance groups in the United States2, with 611,000 policies, over $29.4 billion of life 
insurance in force, and $6.3 billion in assets for year-end 2016.3

1Americo Life, Inc. is a holding company and is not responsible for the financial condition or contractual obligations of its affiliate insurance 
companies.
2“Admitted Assets, Top Life Writers-2016,” A.M. Best Co., as of September 2016.
3Information is as of year end 2016 on a consolidated basis for Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company and the other life 
insurance subsidiaries of Americo Life, Inc., unless otherwise indicated. Information is prepared on the basis of generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP).

Important Information

Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company is authorized to do business in the District of Columbia and all states except 
NY and VT. 

Neither Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company nor any agent representing Americo Financial Life and Annuity 
Insurance Company is authorized to give legal or tax advice. Please consult a qualified professional regarding the information and concepts 
contained in this material.

Copyright Americo Financial Life and Annuity Insurance Company 2017.


